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APPENDIX A
Survey Analysis
Introduction
The Heritage Strategy Survey was conducted as part of the Mount Alexander Heritage
Strategy. The survey was promoted through local heritage groups, and in the media. It was
available online, through the Council’s website; as a hard copy, from Council; and as a full
page spread in the Castlemaine Mail and Midland Express.
The survey was available for completion by the wider community and did not focus on a
specific sample of the population. Individuals and organisations were prompted to complete
the survey; however, only one survey was completed by an organisation. Nearly all other
respondents were noted to be member of an organisation, i.e. a heritage organisation.
The Survey was modelled on Council’s Environment Strategy Survey, and was designed to
provide comparable data.
Who Responded?
esp onded?
A total of 192 completed surveys were received. Approximately a quarter of all responders did
not complete the entire survey, but their data provided enough information to be included in
the analysis. The electronic surveys required answers to some questions, and would not allow
the respondent to move on without a response. Where the question allowed for a free text
answer, many respondents wrote the word ‘none’. While the hard copy surveys gave
instructions on what questions required completion, many were overlooked by the
respondents. Twenty surveys were received where ‘ranking’ questions had not been completed.
Where questions were answered, their responses were included in the more detailed analysis.
Respondents came from across the Shire. Three respondents came from outside the Shire.
Approximately 30% of the respondents resided in Maldon.
As shown in Figure 1, see below, the highest number of survey responses came from the 45-64
age bracket (84% of respondents). The smallest number of respondents came from the 5-24
age brackets. Further analysis shows that 67% of respondents were members of a Shire club or
organisation, demonstrating that the respondents are active members of their community.
15.6% of all respondents were members of the National Trust.

Fig 1. Age of respondents
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Values, Interests and Vision
V ision
How important is Heritage to you?
Within this section, respondents were asked to rank how important heritage was to them on a scale of 15. The result shows that heritage is important to the majority of respondents.

Fig 2. How important is heritage to you?
Which aspects of Heritage are you most interested in?
Respondents were asked to rank 10 categories on a scale of 1-5, and given the opportunity to
list other issues as well. Seventeen other answers were included.

Fig 3. How important is heritage to you?
All categories scored an ‘important’ rating, with buildings scoring the highest rating, followed
by history of the respondent’s local area. In general the difference between the highest
averaged ranked category, and the lowest is quite small, indicating that there is broad support
from the respondents for improvement in all categories. Other responses that were added as
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free text included trees, and the natural environment, recording of current history (for future
generations), and preservation of historic open space.
What do you value most about heritage in Mount Alexander Shire?
This question was a free-text question, and was not compulsory. 169 people answered this
question, with many responses providing more than one answer, and 23 leaving blank. Where
more than one answer was given, each answer was used. Generally the built environment was
the most valued:
Buildings-

52

Variety and architecture of old buildings

Completeness-

35

Intactness of streetscapes, authenticity, and diversity of history,

Goldfields-

28

Industrial relics, landscapes, and lifestyle

Preservation-

19

That the community works so well to preserve what we have

Maldon-

14

Maldon and its streetscape were specifically identified

Gardens-

12

Gardens, or trees were listed as valued most

Contextlayered.

11

Context of this area in relation to Australia, or how the history is

Individual Place

9

Buda, Gaol, Art Gallery, Hospital

Aboriginal

7

Also of note is that six people identified heritage as posing a risk to progress of the town, or an
impediment in that it individual land-owners faced an additional barrier in the use of their
property, and it gave outsiders too much say in the use of their property. It is likely that this
figure is under-represented, as many people who feel this way would not have taken the time to
complete the survey.
What is your vision?
Respondents were given 12 statements, and asked to rank them from 1-5 as to how they
aligned with their own vision for how the shire would look in 20-30 years. The statements
were all positive aspirations for heritage.

Fig 4. Your vision of Mount Alexander shire in 20 to 30 years.
Overall most respondents ranked each of the aspirations highly, with the average rating for all
being high. The highest ranked, with 150 out of 169 responses ranked high or very high was
that Heritage places will be well cared for and protected. Council can instigate controls to
provide some protection to heritage places, however the upkeep of places is primarily the
responsibility of owners. There is the opportunity for Council to lead by example, and
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instigate measures to encourage owners to care for their properties, however all these come at a
cost.
The second highest priority of respondents was for the shire to have a comprehensive listing of
important heritage places. This is supported by answers to other questions indicating the
strong need for a current shire-wide heritage study. This list could be compiled in two ways,
either by the completion of a shire wide heritage study, or by starting a database enabling
residents to identify historic places, that could be added. This would be less costly for Council,
but would still require resources to administer as it is likely Council officers would need to
review the information before making it publicly available. It could also form part of
background work for a Shire wide heritage study.
The lowest average score response was for more places to be open to the public. Only 103 of
the 169 respondents identified this as a high priority in their vision for the future.
Other elements to the Vision
Respondents were asked for other responses to the vision for the shire in 20 or 30 years. While
many overlapped with the above question, there was some further responses, and expansion.
Most responses could be lumped into categories with a few specific responses listed following
the categories:
Communication- Clearer communication from Council, and notification from Council to the
wider community before works begin. Generally Council will advertise any works being
undertaking to the public by way of notice in the newspapers, or signage at the location. It is
impractical and not cost effective to send communication to all ratepayers. Council is not
always aware of works to be undertaken by private land-owners to private buildings. While
there are some circumstances where private development will be advertised (via the planning
permit process) to people deemed materially affected, it is impractical for wider notification.
Recognition- Greater recognition by both Council and the community of heritage values,
including a shire wide up to date Heritage Study. This has also been identified in other places.
Controls- Stricter controls around infill, sub-division, and alterations. Again this faces the
challenge of adapting for modern lifestyles, and the practicalities and costs of retaining heritage.
The challenge is to find a compromise to satisfy as many of these objectives as possible, perhaps
through design guidelines.
Individual responses:
•

The Gaol is a functioning building still intact demonstrating its heritage architecture.

•

Help improve Mount Alexander Regional Park (through community involvement).

•

An appreciation for and education regarding 20 /21 century architecture.

•

To have achieved World Heritage Listing for the Castlemaine Diggings National
Heritage Park.

•

To achieve greater accessibility to information and resources (e.g. GIS mapping of
historical sites).

•

Truck bypass around Maldon

•

That Council has an up to date heritage study completed before more buildings are
lost.

•

How well is the shire doing on heritage currently?

th

st

The question asked respondents to rank from 1-5 Council’s performance on 6 criteria.
Overall, the average ranking was poor, with the average response for each category also being
poor. 159 respondents ranked each issue, for a total of 954 responses. 172 responses were
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ranked as ‘don’t know’, which were excluded from the calculations. Only 3.35% of
respondents were very ‘good’ and 16% of responses as ‘good’.

Fig 5. Average score for how well the shire is doing on Heritage, out of 5.
Respondents were also given the opportunity to add additional comments. 68 respondents
took this opportunity, many listing more than one issue. The issues expanded on (in order of
frequency were):
•

Lack of consideration for community attitudes and wishes- The example of Council
issuing a permit for demolition of 109 Duke Street.

•

Streetscapes disappearing, and new development occurring- Many respondents were
concerned about new (looking) development being permitted in older areas. Respondents
appeared to be taking a variety of approaches from a purist approach that all new
development should imitate heritage, to more general concerns about new infill development
in localities without a Heritage Overlay.

•

Lack of awareness of Council’s achievements- Six respondents indicated that they did not
know enough about what Council had achieved to adequately rate Council. Answers to
other questions indicated many respondents were not aware (or had disregarded) Council’s
achievements
.

•

Council decisions being against the advice of the Heritage Advisor

•

Too little being done

•

Incomplete Heritage Study for the shire- Lack of an up to date Heritage Study for
Castlemaine was given as an example by 5 respondents.

•

Lack of enforcement of Heritage from a planning perspective

•

Conflict between Heritage and Development

•

Other individual issues- This included issues such as lack of support for underground
power in Maldon, need for money for owners, not just advice, Western Oval development,
inappropriate advice from planning officers or the Heritage Advisor, Council allowing
demolition by neglect, and guidelines not being clear.

Discussion
From the responses to the above, it appears many residents are not aware of the achievements
Council has made. While many gave examples, very few made positive comments on what
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Council had achieved. Some of the positive examples were the general preservation of
Maldon’s streetscape, and the implementation of Newstead Heritage Study.
Council must balance the needs of development for future generations with the need for
preserving heritage for future generations, and the community’s wishes. It is evident even from
this survey that the attitudes and wishes of some community members often conflict with
others, making it impossible to satisfy all community wishes.
It appears evident that a lack of controls for many places of historic significance (particularly in
Castlemaine) is an issue, and has lead to conflicts between development heritage, and issues
being dealt with on a piecemeal basis, without any clear guidelines upfront.
While Council has done some good work over the past years, there is significantly more work
still to be done.
Challenges and Future Directions
Directions
Challenges to heritage over the next 5-10 years?
The question asked respondents to identify 3 challenges to heritage over the next 5-10 years.

Fig 6. Challengesto heritage over the next 5-10 years.
A total of 17 ‘other’ responses were given. These generally fell into three categories:
Apathy of existing residents, and new owners,
Lack of faith in Council to protect Heritage
Losing our unique characteristics as a shire, and lack of ability for heritage to take into account
our other unique characteristics (for example not allowing solar panels).
These results indicate that respondents have a concern with new development, and the loss of
streetscape through infill development. Answer to question 11 indicates concerns for modern
development in historic streetscapes, and when viewed in the context of answers to question
12, it appears that there is the demand for some streets to maintain their historic street appeal,
without modern development.
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The second two biggest challenges were heritage not being recognised and limited funding and
resources. In some ways, these are interlinked. If more funding is made available, this will
assist in the formal identification and recognition of more heritage places, as well as a greater
ability to review and provide advice on those heritage places that have been recognised.
Neglect, demolition, and Community attitudes were also identified as risks to heritage. Other
answers in this survey have often made reference to neglect, and demolition. While neglect is
outside the Council’s direct control, there may be ways in which Council can assist to provide
incentives to prevent neglect, however most of these will have a financial cost to Council. This
could be by way of grants, or assisting to co-ordinate volunteers to help preserve places.
Taking a more pro-active approach, and offering incentives may reduce the risk of demolition,
and may also lead to a change in community attitudes.
The question asked respondents to rank Council’s performance on 6 criteria. Overall, the
average ranking was poor, with the average response for each category also being poor.
Three most important Actions for Council
Numerous responses were included to this answer, and as such many of ideas were only listed
once or twice. Those listed once or twice are excluded from the below graph and discussion:

Fig 7. Response rates for actions Council can take.
Those issues identified above requiring expansion are discussed below:
•

Undertake a comprehensive Heritage Study- This achieved the highest number of
responses. Throughout the survey analysis it became apparent that many respondents
had identified the shortfalls in our Heritage Studies (most notably the ages of the
studies), and the need to update them. This is an issue that Council officers are aware
of, however the resources required to update the studies are significant.

•

Increased funding- The second highest response rate was to increase funding available
for heritage. However the majority of respondents that identified the need for
increased funding also identified that it needs to come from external sources, and not
at the expense of a rate increase, or other programmes. A small number did identify
that increased funding was required, even if it did mean an increase in rates. Reasons
for increased funding was mainly to support to private owners to restore places, but
also for a lucrative awards program, or to undertake further research.
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•

Better educate locals- Many respondents indicated that if the local community were
better educated there would be more support to protect heritage.

•

More consultation- Many respondents wanted Council to consult more on individual
issues, which they believed would prevent inappropriate development, particularly in
relation to planning. The

•

Specific issues- Twenty one respondents identified specific issues or places that
required Council to undertake further action. These included undergrounding of
power in Maldon, and Castlemaine CBD; the restoration of the Goods Shed, Buda,
and Imperial Hotel. Other issues arose in relation to individual sites, and planning
permits.

•

Tighter controls- Many people identified the need for tighter, or more detailed, and
potentially prescriptive guidelines and controls. Current planning practice is to move
away from prescriptive controls, to encourage more created, and site specific responses.

•

Prevent inappropriate development- Many respondents thought that Council was
allowing in appropriate development across the shire, which adversely impacts on
heritage. It is impractical for Council to control all development across the shire, and
often some developments are as of right, with no Council control. In some areas, such
as where the Heritage Overlay is applied, Council does have some control. The level
of control varies, but controls may require a review.

•

Heritage Advisory Service- 14 respondents identified issues in relation to the current
Heritage Advisory Service. It is apparent that many residents were not aware of the
service, and many others want the service expanded to a full-time (direct Council
employee) role.

•

Decide based on public opinion- Many respondents wanted Council to take more
notice of public opinion, and make decisions based on these.

•

Better Policing and Enforcement- Council now has a Planning Compliance Officer,
who audits compliance with planning permits on a random sample.

•

Ensure Owners Preserve- Many respondents wanted Council to have greater control
over maintenance of historic places so they do not fall into a state of disrepair.

•

Advisory Committee- Eight respondents suggested that Council should have an
advisory committee (or multiple advisory committees for different towns), or an
overseeing academic body.

Actions the community can undertake
Respondents were asked to list three actions that the community could undertake in relation to
Heritage. There responses were broad ranging, and included ideas that both the community
and Council can undertake. The responses were categorised as:
Community lead actions
A number of community lead actions were suggested, but these could possibly require support
from Council or other organisations. These included:
Volunteer or join a Heritage Group
Tours- There was general support for tours of heritage places, or self-guided walking tours with
brochures and information signs. This would help to educate the wider community.
Be better owners- There was general comment that many owners of heritage were unable to
successfully maintain their ‘heritage’ homes.
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Physically help restore heritage buildings- A number of respondents indicated that working bees
could be arranged to help restore private property. This could be lead by Council, or a heritage
group.
Vote for Councillors that support Heritage.
Use Heritage places more- This would enable more people to appreciate heritage, and increased
use would likely lead to better maintenance.
Actions lead by other organisations
A number of responses identified actions that could be undertaken by organisations (public
and private) other than Council. These included:
Educate the Shire’s youth through school programmes.
Have more information publicly available through local media.
Increase funding to Heritage.
Actions that can be taken by the Community in conjunction with Council
A number of possible actions require leading by Council, but much of the work could be
undertaken by the community. These idea’s included:
Increase awareness of heritage- this should expand people’s horizons, and change attitudes.
Education of the wider community.
Undertake research.
Local neighbourhood heritage groups- there seemed to be strong support for local neighbourhood
groups to research, document and share the history of their immediate neighbourhood.
Information sessions and forums- these have been conducted in the past by the Heritage Advisory
Committee, and were quite successful.
Make Heritage more exciting.
Actions that are regulated
There were a number of other ideas concerning regulatory processes. These included:
A say in individual permit decisions- a significant number of respondents wanted a say in how
permits were issued.
Information dissemination- a number of respondents wanted wider notification concerning the
proposed development of a site, or the alteration of a heritage place.
Act as police for the shire- planning compliance is a complex process, with often more than one
interpretation of the planning scheme, or whether or not a permit is required. There is also the
issue that conditions will not always be the same on all permits. While there is merit in
potential non-compliance issues being reported to Council by the community, investigation,
and determination of whether any policies or conditions have been breached rests with
Council.
Have less input- a small number of respondents wanted less input from the community, and an
ability to use their land and homes as they wanted without regulation from Council.
Actions that Council can undertake
Fifty-five people used this question to expand on actions that Council can undertake, for
example: greater community responsibility, prompt replies from Council when contacted on
heritage matters and greater involvement by the community in Council lead activities.
Key issues identified
There were a number of key issues identified in the study. These are:
13
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The current Heritage Studies (in particular for Castlemaine and Chewton) are significantly out
of date.
There is a perception that solar panels are not permitted, which is not the case.
There was strong feeling that Council is ‘not doing enough’.
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APPENDIX B
Workshop Agenda – Council officer workshop
Other workshops had curtailed versions for shorter running times..
9.20

Please arrive around 9.20 for a 9.30 sharp

9.30

Welcome
What is a heritage strategy and why are we doing
one?

9.40

Introductions

9.50

Reviewing where we are now

30 mins

Reviewing and adding to the ‘stock-take’ paper
(attached) in terms of:
-

What have we achieved to date?

-

What is working well?

-

What is not working well?

We will work in small groups based on the four
themes above.
10.20

Report back

10.30

What could a Heritage Strategy deliver for our
communities?

30 mins

-

What do our communities look to the
Shire for now?

-

How will the changes within our
communities change these
expectations?

11.00

Short break

11.10

Shaping our Vision

15 mins

It’s 2020. What have we achieved?

11.25

Defining possible strategic directions
Using our thinking today and the example of the
Environment Strategy, we will shape some
strategic directions.

11.55

Where to from here?
The next steps in development of the Strategy
Participate in defining actions for the Strategy:
timing and process TBA
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APPENDIX C
Workshop Notes
Compiled notes from three sessions
Council Officers = RED
Councilors = GREEN
Advisory Committee = BLUE
Theme: KNOWING
What have we achieved to date?
Studies across the whole shire, but “of their time”

What is working well?
Some of the knowledge is quite deep and complex

What is not working well?
Old Studies that don’t reflect current values; a focus
on architecture

Innovations in regulation & how they are drafted

People know roughly where the heritage overlay areas
are

What does “heritage” mean when applied to an object

Degree of understanding about contacting Council
before working on buildings

Good quality statements of significance on some
buildings

Misconceptions about what impacts ‘heritage overlays’
and listings have on community activity

Recognition of our heritage and history through:
-Heritage Diggings Park
-Protection of some architectural significance

Preservation of knowledge within community

Public access & public knowledge could improve

Significant trees preserved through drought

Awareness of potential for heritage

Looking after new places that are identified

Maldon- one of the first heritage studies in the state

Know about history of goldfields and mining

Historical knowledge kept within certain inaccessible
repositories

Availability of Heritage Studies in Public Library

Non gold related stories are often neglected
Protocols about how to deal with “new” places when
they are found.
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What have we achieved to date?
Lots of active groups

What is working well?
Heritage Studies

What is not working well?
Co-ordination between groups needed

Lots we don’t know- collections

Council as linking point

Not identified

Knowing where the groups are

Academic Links
Theme: PROTECTING & MANAGING
Put each new idea in a table cell
What have we achieved to date?
Interim Heritage Overlays

What is working well?
Slowly increased awareness of engagement Tourism

What is not working well?
Inadequate Heritage Study (awareness and
engagement- Community, internal)

Strategic Studies

Heritage Advisory Board (amalgamation)

Education- public perception of Council as a barrier to
“progress”

Accessibility

Tracks and Trails and great dividing trail

Working within statutory processes- relationships with
state agencies

Incorporation of heritage considerations into broader
Council Policy/Strategy

Support for other community organisations to develop
guidelines for collection, management & acquisition
policy- protecting/preserving our cultural heritage.

Heritage service/pre-apps

Encouraging our community to capture oral history of
the area- provide incentives through community grants
program.

Asset management steering committee (Council)

Indigenous Cultural Heritage

Compliance officer/auditing

Relationship with local Real Estate Agents- FAQ’s
linked to education.
Maldon Design Guidelines- Too prescriptive rather
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What have we achieved to date?

What is working well?

What is not working well?
than suggestive.
Resources limited
Need to have good ‘sticks’

Major civic buildings

Not all types of buildings

Resources limited

Where places identified

Where places have not been identified

Need to have good ‘sticks’

Implementing heritage studies
Theme: SUPPORTING
Put each new idea in a table cell
What have we achieved to date?
Shire is successful in heritage grants

What is working well?
Advisory service

What is not working well?
Time fraction deficient

Heritage lectures really good

Good relationship with Heritage Victoria

More demand for service if it was available (Heritage
Advisor???)

Community grants available

Some buildings are well used

Detailed awareness of heritage not there- uncertainty

Conservation Management Plans for some buildings

Heritage festivals- provides funding to groups

Reluctance to engage from businesses

Ipod tours for interpretation of history

Maldon Museum grants- building collection

Some buildings not used- how do we de-accession (sell
to purchase other buildings that can be used)

Tourism is of a heritage place
-setting is important

“Intact” towns- Chewton, Newstead

“How to” guides not there on website

Diggings committee FOMAD (Section 86), focussed
work

Supporting people in understanding how to build
‘new’

Heritage controls are OK where they are in place

Not enough knowledge about grants- what might be
available.
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What have we achieved to date?

What is working well?

What is not working well?
Website not used to its full potential- FAQ’s etc.
Information not readily accessible
Case Studies would help to give information- good
best practice. Eg. Ballarat, commercial, residential,
office.
Not enough staff resources for heritage.
Cannot rely on heritage alone to sustain us (tourism).
Need to have good ‘carrots’- pre app meetings etc.
Active groups need a ‘voice’

Loads of energy- Community

Owners of heritage properties get little support

Need to have good ‘carrots’- pre app meetings etc.

Rescuing properties at risk

Active groups need a ‘voice’

What have we achieved to date?
Raising awareness through marketing and promotion of
shire.

What is working well?
Awareness of food & wine, history & heritage, arts &
culture.

What is not working well?
Heritage organisations do not talk with each-other- no
consensus.

Tourism events, eg. Burke & Wills gathering, and
many other events with a heritage focus.

The way we currently do this
-through tourism website & links with other sites
-Diggings trail signage
-People visit & are interested in Heritage placesMaldon, Diggings National Heritage Park
-Podcast tours
-Work with other stakeholders

Competitive excluding attitude between historical
committees

Theme: COMMUNICATING & PROMOTING
Put each new idea in a table cell
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What have we achieved to date?
Arts & Tourism staff work well together.

What is working well?
Arts strategy & policy- rebranding buildings within the
shire

What is not working well?
Record-keeping of our info-studies are not accessible
across Council or externally.

Heritage is appealing to visitors as a fabulous backdrop
to the shire.

Promoting Heritage components of smaller scale
towns

Council staff don’t have access to each others
information.

Strong relationships with stakeholders.

No social networking access-important part of
communication mix

Heritage listing of Diggings National Heritage Park

Co-ordination with heritage groups- getting people to
talk to each other & share resources.

A lot of work done to historic buildings (Gary
Lawrence doing a great job) working with organisations
like Heritage Victoria and others.

How we communicate with residents about Heritage
Requirements.

Good relationships across Council, but perhaps more
verbal than access to written material.

Some gaps with younger market (raising awareness)
however arts doing really well in this area, particularly
through cultural heritage.

Some achievement in indigenous cultural heritage ie
working with Elders, podcast histories.

Doubts that young people have a connection with
heritage- What’s important to people of different ages.
Indigenous cultural heritage- how well is this
promoted.
Arts/Culture heritage is Castlemaine-centric- Arts
officer working to promote regional arts- not just
Castlemaine.
Communication internally regarding Heritageinternal knowledge of planning/heritage.
A lot of material is already on the shire’s web or tsm
websites, however ‘staff time’ can be an issue when
familiarising ourselves with this material.v
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What have we achieved to date?

What is working well?

What is not working well?
Survey as a place where groups can be heard
Broad based heritage important
Knowledge bank
Links to heritage sites
Council is not the sole holder of information

People afraid of heritage studies

Survey as a place where groups can be heard

Lack of positive information

Broad based heritage important

Case studies not available

Knowledge bank
Links to heritage sites
Council is not the sole holder of information
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What could a Heritage Strategy deliver for our communities?
What do communities look to Shire for now?
How will change in communities change their expectations?
Fix everything- Control Agencies
Advice they need, but Advice they want
No rules please
Police bad guys
Consistency- Yes & No
Button pressers
Planning permits now
Have a say in other permits
Everything should be free
Control- Bully/influence, whinge
Exempt from rules
Unrealistic expectations on officers
Use political process quickly
Campaign- Power
Vision
Involved- not involved
Metro expectations
-

On rural dollars

-

Higher

-

Savvy people

Greater respect for heritage (more money?)
Fix everything- Not real
Aging population- stories- loss
Multi-cultural population too
Neaten our heritage (loss of value/character)
Informed & Diverse- Many diverse needs
Young people
Heritage vs OH&S
New heritage/innovation
Heritage- What is it
Setting
Expect a level of care for places
Council should set an example
Good direction- have a ‘plan’
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Proactively
Quality control
Not rapid or wholesale change
Population has large turnover- people come to live here because it has heritage
Addressing the challenges
Balancing economic growth with heritage
Strategic thinking ‘big picture thinking.
Shaping our Vision
Mount Alexander is a place where ...
Heritage, heritage, heritage
Heritage & progress exist together
Council & Community work together
People & places matter
People/communities embrace different thoughts and ideas and express them in different ways
Heritage exists
Communities are diverse but willing to work together to protect our heritage
Indigenous heritage is respected and indigenous history and stories are documented and known
across the shire.
Our stories & history inform the lives of our residents/communities & enrich the experience of
our visitors
Heritage places are protected and people want to live in them
History I collected-stories, oral and written
There is a creative city based on heritage as a key component
There is an abundance of heritage significance
Heritage is valued
Heritage is an asset no a liability
There is a rich heritage
Heritage has become everyday life
Where the station has been obscured by high density high rise development
Heritage buildings have been given new life/uses
The build, natural, and historic are all important
The landscape is ever changing (built environment)
Heritage is diverse, places and things/items
Embraced
Talked about
Well-funded
Celebrated
Valued
23
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Celebrated in buildings, stories, collections & natural environment
Something that brings ‘old Castlemaine’ and newcomers together
Optimized
Respected
Shared
Under common-sense control
Marketed
A background low buzz acceptance
Seen as a responsibility and an opportunity
Alive and well in a balanced way
Appreciated
Understood
Part of a thriving community
Defined/explained and highly valued
Celebrated
Appreciated
Recognized
Protected
Communicated
Respected
Alive
Valued, celebrated, enjoyed & renowned
A vital attraction
An invaluable asset
Respected, understood, considered
Used
Admired from near and afar
Bi-partisan
Evident
Understood
Evaluated in its future life
Celebrated in buildings, collections, and social history
Acknowledges the first inhabitants
Visited
Attraction to new residents
Population growth component
Well documented and studied in main areas
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Our Council is ...
Just dandy
Informed
Inspired
Pro-active
Creative
Responsive
Determined to protect heritage wherever possible
Understood
Responsive
Progressive
Efficient- time isn’t wasted putting out spotfires
In control but engaged
Looks after our information & archives
Better resourced with staff
Committed to preserving our heritage
Connected with agencies, the community, stakeholders and each other
Clear about heritage, and confident to say YES or NO
Resourced
Connected
Not appreciated
Enablinig
Provides leadership & promotes community self-sufficiency
Informative
A one stop shop for information for heritage
In touch with the aspirations of our community
Helpful
Exhausted
Taken for granted a leader in heritage practices
Balanced in its approach
Well regarded
Continuing to educate public
Proud
Excited
A leader in heritage in rural Victoria
Sympathetic
Mad (in a good way)
Respected for its role in coordinating, enhancing and managing heritage
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Excited
Well informed
Motivated
Clear and has clearly communicated
Appropriately resourced
Supportive
Clear about responsibilities
Sensibly heritage minded
Efficient, effective, and up to date with tasks
A co-ordination point for the whole community
Demonstrating leadership
Proactive
Progressive
Responsive, current, informed
Robust
A leader with vision
Intelligent
Recognized as innovative and proactive leaders in heritage conservation proactive
Informed
Educated
Prepared
Seen to be slow/controversial in its support/lack of support- not consistent with results
Clear about the way forward
Seen as innovative
Our communities are ....
Accepting of heritage
Empowered to preserve heritage places
Effective
Educated (by Council?)
Heard
Valued
Unaware of different elements to work regarding heritage
Aware
Generally informed, sometimes uninformed
Well informed
Engaged and informed
Dynamic, diverse, engaged, and involved
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Under our thumb
Supportive of each other
Work together to celebrate our past
Places where heritage is well understood
Diverse
Places where important stories are told using heritage assets
Engaged
Knowledgeable
Aware of heritage and willing to comply
Informed and value the natural & cultural significance of the region
Tolerant and supportive
Supportive
Passionate
Interested
Less divided and more respective of views
Able to contribute to preservation
Active
Informed
Engaged, committed, and informed
Use the past for celebration and renewal
Knowledgeable
More knowledgeable and engaged
Resourced
Funded for heritage conservation
Involved
Happy with heritage
Informed
Involved
Connected
Educated
Active
Empowered
Divided negative/positive
Focused on small picture
Co-operatively united
Passionate
Valued
Aware
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Less divisive- involved
Take responsibility for decisions
Engaged and connected- recognized
Enlightened and recognized leaders in heritage custodianship
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APPENDIX D
CHECKLIST
The Mount Alexander Heritage Advisory Committee has prepared a ‘stocktake’ of Council’s current heritage
achievements based on the checklist recommended by Heritage Victoria for use in preparing local heritage
strategies. The stocktake is structured under four headings of knowing, protecting & managing, supporting and
communicating,. A summary is included below.
Knowing
There is a good geographic coverage of Mount Alexander Shire in the four current heritage studies however there is
a difference in the detail provided, with the later studies providing more detail than the earlier ones. Further studies
of significant trees and the Calder freeway corridor have been completed.
Thematic histories have been undertaken for part of the Shire only as part of the Metcalfe and Newstead heritage
studies.
Some collections were identified and these are unassessed. There is some concern that some collections eg.
drawings and collections may be at risk..
Places on the HERMES register have been noted as having incomplete data, particularly those identified in early
heritage studies. Council’s asset register does not identify if a place has an HO.
Protecting & managing
There are over 1000 places in the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay however these are unevenly spread across the
Shire. There is a heavy concentration of places in Maldon and fewer in other parts of the Shire.
Other issues of protecting heritage include:
Precincts are generally broad in scope with no statements of significance.
Some errors have been identified in the mapping of Heritage Overlays.
Some trees are protected and many archaeological sites are on the Heritage Inventory until they
are assessed fully
One place (Castlemaine Diggings) is on the National Heritage List.
A recent planning Scheme review has identified improvements that could be made to the
Heritage Policy.
Supporting
Limited information on heritage places is available to the public and none is on Council’s website apart from the
Heritage Schedule.
The heritage advisory service is well supported and patronized.
No heritage fund currently operates, pending advice from Heritage Victoria on some remaining funds.
Communicating
Local groups and tourism agencies produce information on specific places but there is a general lack of heritage
resources available to the public.
Good use is made of training provided by Heritage Victoria for heritage advisors and Council staff are starting to
take advantage of this opportunity.
Public libraries in the Shire would benefit from some hard copies of the Heritage Studies
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1.

Knowing (identification, assessment and documentation of heritage places)

1.1

Has a heritage study to identify places of heritage significance across your municipality been completed?

Response:
City of Castlemaine Heritage Study 1979
Maldon Conservation Study 1977
Shire of Metcalfe Heritage Study 2003?
Shire of Newstead Heritage Study 2005
David Bannear’ studies of the Calder Freeway corridor
LCC Reports
Significant tree study.
1.2

If a heritage study has been completed, there may still be gaps in the information base. For example:
-

Are there geographical gaps in your heritage study?
(Are there parts of the municipality which have not been surveyed as part of a heritage study)?
Shire of Mount Alexander includes the former shires of Metcalfe, Newstead, Maldon. The
geographic spread of heritage studies appears to be good

-

Are there any gaps in the types of places which your heritage study covers? (Does the heritage
study primarily concentrate on buildings? Does the heritage study address other types of
heritage places including structures, gardens, significant cultural landscapes, public art and
monuments? Does the heritage study adequately consider inter-war and post-war heritage?)

Response:
Both Maldon and Castlemaine are very old studies. Maldon is very comprehensive but out of date in
planning controls. Castlemaine is quite limited in the places it covers and the types of precincts.

1.3

-

Is there a need to identify, assess and document places of Aboriginal, archaeological or natural
significance?

-

Are there places identified in your heritage study that need to be further researched and
documented?

Has a thematic environmental history been completed for your municipality?

Response:
Newstead and Metcalfe have thematic histories, Maldon and Castlemaine do not.
1.4

If you have undertaken a heritage study/ies, is the documentation available in the HERMES database?

Response:
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Total no of places for Mount Alexander as place owner – 802
Castlemaine Study -82
Maldon Study 153
Metcalfe Study - 159
Newstead Study 405
A data sharing agreement has been signed but the database is not generally accessible to the public.
1.5

Are there locally important objects and collections that require assessment?

Response:
Castlemaine Pioneers collection
There is a large collection at the Castlemaine Museum -but is well managed
There is a collection at Wattle Gully mine
Thompson Kelly Lewis have a collection of drawings that may be at risk.
Council have the Archbold collection.
1.6

Does the Council allocate modest resources on a regular basis for the identification, assessment and
documentation of additional emerging places?

Response:
This is done on an as needs basis. Recurrent budget allocation is not made for this purpose.
Council heritage:
1.7

Have all Council-owned and Council-managed heritage places/objects/collections been adequately
assessed and documented?

Response:
Mount Alexander Shire Council owns a large number of buildings (c.200) and a large number of these are
heritage places.
1.8

Has a register of Council-owned and Council-managed heritage places/objects/collections been
compiled?

Response: There is an asset list but it does not detail whether the place has an HO or not.

2.

Protecting (statutory protection, policy development, appropriate management)
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2.1

If you have undertaken a heritage study/ies, are all places which are recommended in the study/ies for
statutory protection listed in your planning scheme (using the Heritage Overlay, Significant Landscape
Overlay or other relevant planning scheme instrument?)

Response:
There are 1000 places in the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay, Castlemaine and Maldon are well
represented. The Meltcalfe Study has been implemented. Newstead is currently under
implementation.
2.2

Are all places included in the planning scheme correctly scheduled and mapped (including having the
relevant controls triggered) and do each have a statement of significance?

Response:
Newstead and Metcalfe places have Statements of Significance.
There are a significant number of schedule and mapping errors in Maldon and Castlemaine. Precincts are
broad and not well defined in Castlemaine.
2.3

Are places which are currently included on the Australian Heritage Commission’s Register of the National
Estate provided with statutory protection through your planning scheme?

Response:
The Register of the National Estate has 174 Places - it would appear that most of them would be covered
by a heritage overlay in the Mount Alexander Planning Scheme.
(NB Private property on the Register of the National Estate does not have statutory protection
unless identified in a planning scheme or under the Heritage Act 1995. The Register of the
National Estate will sunset on 20/2/12. The inclusion of these places in the planning scheme is
therefore important. Further information is available at
http://www.environment.gov.au/heritage/places/rne/index.html)
http://www.environment.gov.au/heritage/places/rne/index.html

2.4

Are places which are currently Classified by the National Trust of Australia (Victoria) provided with
statutory protection through your planning scheme?

Response:
Places which are solely included on the National Trust Register do not have statutory protection. The
inclusion of these places in the planning scheme will require a review of significance to ensure
appropriate thresholds are met prior to commencement of any planning scheme amendment.
There are more than 200 places in Mount Alexander on the Trust’s register. This includes many
trees and it is likely that many of the trees are not protected in the Planning Scheme.
There are 200 records on the Heritage Inventory (HI)
Castlemaine Diggings are on the NHL
2.5

Are Council staff aware of places that are currently being assessed for their heritage
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significance (to enable action under s.29 of the Building Act 1993 if required)?
Response: The 29a application comes to building and is referred to Planning for a written response.
There is a copy of the study in the office and it would be checked for any citation.

2.6

Does Council have a current and effective heritage policy in the Local Planning Policy Framework of their
planning scheme? (Does it adequately guide Council’s discretion in assessing permit applications for
heritage places?)

Response:
A recent review of Council’s Planning Scheme has suggested that the heritage policy needs some
improvement.
2.7

Has Council adopted effective heritage guidelines for heritage places? Are these publicly accessible?

Response:
There are guidelines for Maldon however they are old and up for review.
There are no detailed guidelines for heritage precincts.
There is a small brochure – An Introduction to Heritage Planning in Maldon.
Recent by-laws for signage and street furniture have been developed with heritage input.
Council heritage:
2.8

Are all Council-owned or managed heritage assets afforded statutory protection under the planning
scheme or other statutory instrument (such as the Heritage Act 1995, the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 or
the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999)?

Response:
Most Council assets have protection under the planning scheme or other instrument. There are 200
places protected under the Heritage Act. This includes places on the Heritage Inventory
(archaeological places) as well as places on the Victorian Heritage Register. Some of these are
Council owned assets. Most but not all?

2.9

Are all Council staff aware of the statutory requirements of the different types of heritage protection?

Response:
There is quite good awareness of levels of heritage protection across some sectors of Council Staff but
not all? Probably good in planning and building, but less knowledge elsewhere.
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2.10

Has Council prepared a Conservation Management Plan (CMP) for each of the heritage assets it owns
and/or manages?

Response:
NO – there would be very few CMP’s completed. I know of one for the Gaol only. Probably one for the
Town Hall and Market Building, Victory Park and Castlemaine Botanic Gardens. But confirmation
required.
2.11

Are all Departments within Council aware of the CMPs and do they use them to guide decision-making?

Response:
No

2.12

Does Council have a Redundant Assets Policy and an Assets Transfer Policy to ensure heritage values
are adequately protected beyond the use-life of the asset or when it is transferred into the ownership of
another?

Response:
No, but further discussion required with asset management staff (infrastructure unit)
2.13

Does Council have policies in place for managing and protecting historic infrastructure such as laneways,
kerbing and street furniture?

Response:
No, but further discussion required with asset management staff (infrastructure unit)
3.

Supporting (assistance, advice and incentives to help conserve heritage places)

3.1

Does your Council have a heritage advisor?

3.2

Does the availability of the heritage advisor meet demand from the community and Council staff?

For discussion
3.3

Is the heritage advisor encouraged to perform a public education/staff education/heritage promotion role?

For discussion
3.4 Does your Council have a community heritage advisory committee?
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3.5

Does your Council have a library and/or online repository of publications, guidelines and other material
on heritage conservation for the use of the community?

Response: Limited information is available in Library. The heritage schedule and some information about
the Aboriginal Heritage Act available on website. Information on individual places is not available
on-line (i.e. via HERMES)
3.6

Does your Council have its own heritage financial assistance program (e.g. a small grants scheme, a
loan revolving fund or a rate incentives scheme) to assist owners of places listed in the planning
scheme?
(Councils can also consider a regional assistance program in partnership with neighbouring
municipalities)

Response: There is approx $30K held in reserve, originally provided by the State Government, from
assistance schemes that are no longer operational. Council wrote to HV in Nov 2010 requesting
their active involvement in identifying effective uses of these funds however no response has
been forthcoming.
3.7

Does your Council require a fee to accompany a planning application for conservation work in the
Heritage Overlay?
(NB – Some councils waive planning permit fees for minor works or conservation works in the Heritage
Overlay)
Response: There is no standard waiver of fees for heritage applications however a community
group or other not for profit organization may apply to be exempted from fees on a one off basis.

3.8

Does Council inform community organisations of grant programs run by State and Commonwealth
agencies?

For discussion - this happens in an ad hoc manner but there is scope for a more co-ordinated approach.
3.9

Does your Council provide support to local historical societies, museums and other heritage-related
organisations?

3.10

Are Council staff who are responsible for the day-to-day management of heritage assets able to access
the heritage advisor or other heritage expertise for advice?

For discussion – yes, generally available in person on a limited basis but available by phone or email
anytime.
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4.

Communicating and promoting (measures to raise awareness and appreciation of the heritage of
the area)

4.1

Is heritage place information available to the community through the Victorian Heritage Database?

There is no link to the database on the Mt Alexander website.
4.2

Does your Council have a publication or other product that provides information about places of heritage
significance within the municipality?

For discussion – assume no? Miners Cottages booklet, tourism publications.
4.3

Does your Council have a program of interpreting places of heritage significance (e.g. plaques or sign
boards; heritage trails etc)?

Response:
For discussion
Some work on a heritage trail followed the Castlemaine Study - there are some arrows in the pavement in
central Castlemaine and signage plaques on some places. The Mt Alexander diggings have some
interpretation of various types. Some places have signage – mainly those places associated with
mining activity. The Friends of Mount Alexander Diggings are active in providing oral and written
history.
4.4

Does your Council have a brochure or does your website provide an explanation of Council’s heritage
services and statutory controls?

There is a link to the Heritage Policy but no plain English explanations are provided.
4.5

Does Council use its newsletter or some other publication to promote heritage?

For discussion - sometimes
4.6

Does your Council send periodic reminders to owners of places listed in the planning scheme about the
heritage controls in place and any heritage services which Council may provide to owners?

For discussion
4.7

Is there a heritage award or recognition program operating within the municipality?

Response:
Not at present although there has been in the past. The National Trust is active in promoting this aspect.
4.8

Has Council considered undertaking any collaborative heritage projects (with neighbouring Councils,
State Government, education institutions, tourism bodies, local historical societies etc)?

For discussion
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4.9

Is there a “main street” program operating within the municipality?

For discussion – no.
Council heritage:
4.10

Does your Council provide on-going training opportunities for councillors and staff on the management of
places of heritage significance (including through “informal briefings” by the heritage advisor and
planning staff and through formal training programs like DPCD’s PLANET course)?

For discussion – not widely taken up by planning staff.
4.11

Are Council staff responsible for heritage identification, protection and management on the HeritageChat
network?

For discussion
4.12

Does Council’s heritage advisor and planning staff responsible for heritage attend Heritage Victoria’s
regular “Local Government Heritage Workshop”?

Yes -both Nigel Lewis and Louise Honman attend these sessions along with other Context staff as
appropriate. Planning staff attend whenever possible, but it is difficult to get away from the office
and leave sufficient staff ‘on the ground’.
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